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This Online newsletter is to provide citizens with updates on issues and events in the City 

of Pacific.  This newsletter is produced privately, without taxpayers expense by City of 

Pacific Mayor Richard Hildreth as a public service.  You are free to forward, print, post 

or otherwise use this newsletter without further permission.  If you wish to receive this 

newsletter directly please send an e-mail to pacificmayor@aol.com .  Past Newsletters 

are archived at www.cityofpacific.com 

  

Mayor's Comments 

How do you make large cuts in an already tight budget?  You do it by taking little steps, by doing 
the little things that individually might not seem like a lot of money, by transferring some of the 
load off of the general fund and by making strategic investments.  Although we are seeing many 
positive signs that our economy is turning around, at least in our city, we are not there yet. We 
need to maintain fiscal responsibility and be 100 percent accountable to how we spend your tax 
dollars. I believe that at least from my position, the City of Pacific is attempting to do that. 

I have stated before that I look at this recession as more than a time of cutting back and tight 
budgets.  I look at this as an opportunity for our city to position itself to take advantage of our 
recovery.  We need to be creative in keeping our city moving forward in a positive direction, but 
do so without large tax increases. We need to not only keep our infrastructure from falling apart, 
but make strategic investments that provide additional benefits for our future.  The investment we 
made last year of extending lines down West Valley Highway is now starting to pay dividends as 
we are seeing new businesses start the process of locating there.  The investment we made then, 
on something that needed to be done anyway will now generate new revenues that will quickly 
exceed what we spent. 

We also have issues where we need to make investment to keep infrastructure from falling apart.  
A road project recently rejected by your City Council is an example of that.  This proposal 
included the shifting some of the burden for road repairs over to utility accounts that have had 
impact on the road condition (IE: A water or sewer line break has caused partial failure of a road 
or repairs have resulted in only a patch repair.) It also included an investment of approximately 
$100.000 that would be in the form of an Interfund loan from utilities to pay for the balance of 
some critical repairs.  This Interfund loan would be made in place of borrowing the money from 
the revolving trust account that would otherwise fund these types of repairs.  It was decided in 
2005 that it made more sense to loan ourselves the money instead of paying the interest back to 
other interest outside our city.  It should also be clear that this is not an Interfund loan used to just 
balance the budget, a practice I fought hard to stop when I first took office. 

Council voted this down at an extended meeting on September 20
th
.  I expect this measure to be 

brought back at tomorrow night’s meeting and I want any Council member who votes against this 
tell our citizens how it can be done better.  To not make these repairs is not an option.  One of the 
areas that would be included is the road directly in front of our Fire Station. If the road fails here 



does it only affect those who use 3
rd
 ave or does it impact our entire city?  Tune in tomorrow night 

to find out what your council decides to do. 

This next month I will be presenting my proposed budget for 2011.  This budget will be built on 
current revenue forecast, a slight increase in taxes (1% increase in total property tax value is 
allowed under State Law) and will be the tightest budget I have had to produce.  Its balance will 
reflect the priorities that citizens developed with the survey in July and will include creative ways 
of keeping important programs from collapsing.  It will also, as all of my previous budget 
proposals have been, be 100% accountable to the citizens of this city.  We will have to see how 
the political dynamics on our council comes up with as alternatives. 

 

 

This is the last “Mayor’s Comments” to be included in  

Pacific Source Newsletter 

Especially around elections it is difficult to see through all of the political noise 

surrounding issues. However in the age of the internet and other electronic media, we 

must always remember to check sources and to check facts.  But where do you go to 

check the facts?  I believe that it is in the interest of our citizens to be that type of 

resource.  Starting the next edition, the Pacific Source will not include my opinion and 

will focus more on facts that are important for the citizens to know.   The “New Pacific 

Source” will include votes by your City Council, updates on our city’s economic 

condition, economic development etc.  For those who still with to read my opinions on 

issues they will be able to go to my personal blog at http://mayorrich.blogspot.com/ 

 

The Forecast for Flooding this Fall. 

By now I am sure you have heard the forecast for this fall and winter will be much different than 
last year.  Last year was an “El Nino” type weather pattern that did not produce the heavy rains 
that lead to high river flows that can produce flooding.  This year it appears to be a “La Nina” type 
year similar to what we saw in 2007/08.  This does not mean we will have massive floods or 
storms, but does mean we all need to be prepared. 

During the month of October, we will close down 3 of the 4 openings in the HESCO flood wall in 
front of the City Park.  The entrance at the far west end will remain open until it appears we may 
have flooding issues.  As the White River is a dam controlled river and that the Mud Mountain 
Dam is required to control flooding on the Puyallup River downstream of us, we should have a 
minimum of a 2-3 day notice of any flooding here. We will close off that remaining opening prior to 
any increased releases from Mud Mountain Dam. 

I am including 2 Web sites with river flow information that you can use to track real time info and 
forecast.  The first is a NOAH site for Mud Mountain Dam.  At this site, you can track real time 
data for inflow to the dam (water draining into the river from other streams and snow melt), 
reservoir elevation (where you see capacity info) and discharge rate.  It typically takes a minimum 
of 2-3 hours for increases at the dam to be seen in Pacific.  
http://www.nwrfc.noaa.gov/river/station/flowplot/flowplot.cgi?MMRW1  



A second site I want to give you the link for is the USGS site for the gauge located at the A’st 
Bridge.  This gauge will give you the river flow as it is passing through our city. As we saw in 2009 
though it must be remembered that this gauge can also be damaged by vandals and/or changes 
in debris flow in the river, use it for reference, however also compare it to other data. 
http://waterdata.usgs.gov/wa/nwis/uv/?site_no=12100496&PARAmeter_cd=00060,00065  

In addition to the web sites we will be working with the Army Corps of Engineers, King County 
Flood Plain Management and others to track river conditions and report any changes forecasted.  
Even with a repeat of conditions from the 2009 flood, we should not see home impacted because 
of the HESCO wall and other preparedness made last year. 

 

The October 2010 Citizen and Business of the Month. 

This month’s citizen of the month is actually a group of citizens, and not all from Pacific.  This 
month I am proud to recognize the “Touch of Home Ladies” of the Pacific Algona Senior Center.  
Since 2005 these ladies have been meeting every Tuesday morning, knitting lap robes, hats 
gloves teddy bears and many other items.  But it is not what they knit that makes them special, it 
is what they do with their products. 

The Lap robes that they knit or quilt are donated to disabled veterans around our nation.  In 2006 
they were recognized for their efforts by General Toney and General Lowenburg of the 
Washington National Guard.  In 2009, I was proud to hand deliver some of these robes to injured 
soldiers at Walter Reed Medical Center while on a trip to Washington DC.  I am aware that 
additional recognition of their efforts may soon occur for not only lap robes for he injured troops, 
but helmet liners for troops fighting the winter cold in Afghanistan.  

Another great idea these ladies had was to hand knit teddy bears to be given to both the Pacific 
and Algona Police Departments to give to young children who are victims of or otherwise 
impacted by crime in our region.  They have also produced caps, scarves and gloves for orphans 
in Rumania and many other great projects.  It is my pleasure to recognize the Pacific / Algona 
Senior Center “Touch of Home Ladies” as the October 2010 Citizens of the Month. 

 

The October 2010 Business of the Month is one of the most deserving in our city.  Every time this 
business has been asked to help with something, they have not hesitated to help. The owners 
make it a point of hiring many of our cities youth and try to make a positive environment to mentor 
them into becoming not only great workers, but great citizens. 

For their service every year supporting the Pacific Day’s Youth Parade, to supporting late night 
and other youth activities to their participation and leadership with the White River Valley Lions 
Club, it is my pleasure to recognize “Pacific Dairy Queen and its owners Tracy and Max 
Apata as our October 2010 Business of the Month.” 

 

Become a Member of the  

Community Collaborative Rain, Hail and Snow Network 

CoCoRaHS is an acronym for the Community Collaborative Rain, Hail and Snow Network.  

CoCoRaHS is a unique, non-profit, community-based network of volunteers of all ages and 

backgrounds working together to measure and map precipitation (rain, hail and snow).   By 



using low-cost measurement tools, stressing training and education, and utilizing an interactive 

Web-site, our aim is to provide the highest quality data for natural resource, education and 

research applications. Each time a rain, hail or snow storm crosses your area, volunteers take 

measurements of precipitation from as many locations as possible (see equipment).  These 

precipitation reports are then recorded on our Web site www.cocorahs.org. The data are then 

displayed and organized for many of our end users to analyze and apply to daily situations 

ranging from water resource analysis and severe storm warnings to neighbors comparing how 

much rain fell in their backyards. 

One of the neat things about participating in this network is coming away with the feeling that 

you have made an important contribution that helps others.  By providing your daily 

observation, you help to fill in a piece of the weather puzzle that affects many across your area 

in one way or another. You also will have the chance to make some new friends as you do 

something important and learn some new things along the way. In some areas, activities are 

organized for network participants including training sessions, field trips, special speakers, 

picnics, pot-luck dinners, and photography contests just to name a few. 

Just click here to sign up as a CoCoRaHS Volunteer Observer or download a .pdf version of our 

application and return it as soon as possible. 

 

 

 

 


